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I. Introduction 

In the recent years, social networking sites have become crucial media for users to keep track of their activities, 

log and communication with their friends and share their every day’s happening through it. Now a days in context 

of online social media, hackers have started using social networks like Twitter, Facebook, Google+, MySpace for 

their unauthorized activities. These are very popular social networking sites which are used by numerous people 

to get connected with each other and share their common interest [1]. Twitter is extremely popular for micro-

blogging where people post short messages called as tweets. Hackers or attackers have started using Twitter as a 

medium to spread virus as the available information is quite vast and scattered. Also it is very easy to spread and 

posting URLs on twitter wall. In this paper, the real dataset is used from twitter to find out malicious URLs [2]. 

II. Related work 

Perez et al. [3] proposed a continuous assessment of the Twitter profiles. The assessment performs in two stages. 

Initially, the suspicious profiles are identified in light of diagram, messages and behavioral components. Second, 

the recognized suspicious profiles are investigated to identify malignant URLs in the messages. Both orders stay 

on machine learning calculations. Subsequently, the methodology gives a measure of the movement and level of 

peril of Twitter profiles. Further more in year 2012 Li et al. [4] built up a general and completely conveyed 

discovery structure which could be executed by each genuine hub to recognize its malevolent neighbors. They 

connected general recognition structure to an extensive class of intuitive systems to recognize noxious hubs in 

order to protect against malignant assault. Proposed calculations permit every hub freely play out the discovery 

to recognize its malevolent neighbors. Scientific investigation was given to evaluate the adequacy and 

effectiveness of their recognition calculations. Their location structure was not keen to keep up the reasonability 

of intuitive systems. However Gupta et al. [5] broke down a dataset of 763,160 short URLs stamped suspicious 

by Bitly in the month of October 2013. Results uncover that Bitly is not utilizing its guaranteed spam recognition 

benefits adequately. They additionally indicated how a suspicious Bitly account goes unnoticed regardless of a 

delayed intermittent illegitimate action. Bitly shows a notice page on recognizable proof of suspicious 

connections; however they watched this way to deal with frail in controlling the general proliferation of spam. 

They proposed an instrument to identify pernicious connection child Bitly. Creators distinguished components 

from Bitly and coupled them with some area particular elements to order a Bitly URL as noxious or generous. 

Calculation of these elements obliged near 50 seconds for each Bitly URL. In 2014 Gawale and patil [6] 

considered twitter accordingly an informal communication site to explore. Twitter is to a great degree mainstream 

for small scale blogging where individuals post short messages of 140 characters called as tweets. It has over 200 

million dynamic clients who post roughly 300 million tweets ordinary on the dividers. Programmers or aggressors 

have begun utilizing Twitter as a medium to spread infection as the accessible data is entirely tremendous and 

scattered. Additionally it is anything but difficult to spread and posting URLs on twitter divider. 

Abstract: Social networks are networks in which people can interact with each other via different social 

network components. Malicious Web sites are a keystone of Internet criminal activities in such networks. As a 

result, there has been broad interest in developing systems to prevent the end user from visiting such sites. 

Detection of Malicious URLs (Uniform Resource Locaters) has become increasingly difficult due to the 

evolution of phishing campaigns and their efforts to avoid mitigation by blacklists. Numbers of classifiers 

algorithm are available to classify URLs. In this paper enhancement of random forest algorithm is proposed 

to detect malicious URLs from URL dataset. To analyze proposed mechanism WEKA Tool is used. Result shows 

that proposed mechanism is successfully detect more malicious URLs then existing random forest algorithm. 
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III. Proposed work 

To distinguish malicious URLs from URLs is a very challenging task. Detection of Malicious URLs has becoming 

increasingly difficult due to efforts made by phishing companies to avoid mitigation by any blacklist. The normal 

supervised learning algorithms are known to generalize well over the specific patterns observed in training data, 

which makes them a better alternative against hacking campaigns. However, the highly dynamic environment of 

these campaigns requires updating the models regularly, and this poses new challenges since most of the typical 

learning algorithms are also computationally expensive to retrain. Many researchers proposed different 

mechanism to distinguish URLs. Authors proposed 360 Security mechanisms, Nutch web crawler to differentiate 

malicious URLs but drawbacks of these schemes are poor filtration and also less detection rate [7][8]. To 

overcome these drawbacks a scheme is proposed which could be efficient in distinguish malicious URLs and also 

find correct and incorrect rate of URLs. 

Proposed Algorithm 
1. Parameter Initialization 

Folds: 
Seed:  

No. of trees: 

Max. Depth of tree: 

Br: 

2. Import data set into buffer Br. 

3. Buffer reader Br=null; 
4. Br= buffer reader(file reader); 

5. Extract Features. 

6. Set no. of trees=10; 
7. No. of folds= 10; 

8. Set max depth=0’ 

9. Evaluate results through cross validate model(data); 
10. Calculate TP, FP, F- Measure to distinguish results. 

11. Distinguish Normal and abnormal URLs. 

12. End. 

Description of Algorithm: This algorithm is used to find out abnormal URLs from real dataset. A real dataset 

which includes URLs that fed it into a buffer. A buffer is temporary memory that contains data used for evaluation. 

In next step features of URLs are extracted. Now number of trees is set to be created and depth of tree is set for 

the classification of URLs.  With the help of cross validate model values of TP rate (true positives: number of 

examples predicted positive that are actually positive), FP rate (false positives: number of examples predicted 

positive that are actually negative), F-measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) are calculated to 

distinguish URLs in the category of normal and abnormal URLs. 

IV. Results and Analysis 

Tool Used: To implement proposed mechanism WEKA tool is used. It is an open source software based on java 

[9]. Eclipse tool is also used to write program. 

A. Attributes Used in dataset: In this section URLs attributes are presented in detail. 

Table 1: URLs Attributes 
Attribute Description 

Index It describes sequence number used in dataset 

Method Method describes type of method used to access URL 

URL It defined as to access website 

Protocol Set of rule to access URL 

UserAgent Browser through which URL is accessed by user  

AcceptLanguage Language accepted by user 

ContentType Type of content that contained in URL 

Label Classes of URL 

B. Input and Output Parameters: Figure 1 shows input output parameters used for classification in 

WEKA using random forest algorithm. 

 
Figure 1: Input and Output Parameters of Malicious URL Classification 
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Figure 2: List of URLs with their Respective Class in Weka Attribute Summerizer GUI 

It provides more insight by examining FP and FN rates in addition to overall error rates. In particular, the research 

observes three distinct trends. First, FN/FP rates over training examples match well with the FN/FP rates seen 

over all the data. This suggests that even though the overall error rate in training may not match testing conditions, 

the FN and FP rates in training will be similar to those in testing. Second, the ratio (FN/FP) of false negative and 

false positive rates roughly tracks the ratio of benign-to-malicious URLs used in training. 

 

 
Figure 3: Classes used in Dataset 

URL Classification with Random Forest:  

The Classification Algorithm taken for classifying the Malicious URLs in Random Forest.  Random forest of 10 

folds, each constructed while considering 10 random features.  
Correctly Classified Instances       25071           98.0332 % 

Incorrectly Classified Instances       503              1.9668 % 

Table 2: URLs Instances of Random Forest Classifier 

 
TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure Class 

0.991 0.069 0.986 0.991 0.988 abnormal 

0.931 0.009 0.955 0.931 0.943 normal 

Table 3: Detailed output of Random Forest Classifier 

 
Abnormal Normal 

20942 195 

308 4129 

Table 4: Confusion Matrix of Random Forest Classifier 
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Figure 4: Analysis of Random Forest Classifier Showing Threshold curve with respect to Instance 

Number 

 

URL Classification with Proposed work:  

In this section enhanced random forest algorithm is used for classification of URLs. Random tree classify URLs 

by constructing trees with their max depth of classification. 
Correctly Classified Instances       25091              98.1114 % 

Incorrectly Classified Instances       483                1.8886 % 

Table 5: URLs Instances of enhanced random forest algorithm 

 
TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure Class 

0.991 0.067 0.986 0.991 0.989 abnormal 

0.933 0.009 0.957 0.933 0.945 normal 

Table 6: Detailed output of enhanced random forest algorithm 

 
Abnormal Normal 

20952 185 

298 4139 

Table 7: Confusion Matrix of enhanced random forest algorithm 

 

Figure 5: Analysis of Random Forest Classifier Showing Threshold curve with respect to Instance 

Number 
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Figure 6: Random Forest v/s enhanced Random Forest graph Result to detect abnormal URLs on 

different folds 

 

Figure 6 shows classification of Abnormal URLs using existing random forest algorithm and enhanced random 

forest algorithm. In proposed enhance random forest algorithm abnormal URLs detection rate is high as compare 

to existing random forest algorithm. 

 

V. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper an enhanced random forest algorithm is proposed to find out abnormal URLs from real dataset. A 

real dataset is taken which includes URLs that fed into a buffer. A buffer is temporary memory that contains data 

used for evaluation. In next step features of URLs are extracted. Now number of trees is set to be created and 

depth of tree is set for the classification of URLs. After that with the help of cross validate model values of TP 

rate, FP rate, F-measure are calculated to distinguish URLs in the category of normal and abnormal URLs. 

Classification results shows classification of Abnormal URLs using existing random forest algorithm and 

enhanced random forest algorithm. In proposed enhance random forest algorithm abnormal URLs detection rate 

is high as compare to existing random forest algorithm. In Future the research will improve performance of 

classifier can also be another area of research. The work will continue to improve the research for exploring 

harmful malicious traffic and clustering clients infected by malware such as malicious botnets, worms, virus and 

continuing to overcome weaknesses.  
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